Safe-guarding tobacco's priceless asset

Tobacco that's a valuable treasure, a wealth of rich mellowness, worth its weight in gold... deserves every possible protection to assure its safekeeping. So, the utmost precaution is taken to safeguard Granger's priceless properties.

To prevent the loss of one bit of its freshness, Granger is first packed in a heavy-foil pouch, then to pipe smokers!....cens. It's the greatest value...ever offered to pipe smokers!

To prevent the loss of one bit of its priceless asset, Granger is carefully packed in the utmost precaution is taken to safeguard Granger's priceless properties.

BEAVER OARSMEN HAVE NEW SHELL

Intended to Name Craft That Arrived Wednesday for Class of 1907

Technology's latest addition to rowing equipment is the new Oxford shell which was ordered last Fall from the University of Oxford and arrived at the present contract with Oxford for the season's activity. All freshmen are urged to attend the meeting and make a success of this latest enterprise. Each shell has been named for a Beaver freshman and the preferences of the new Oxford shell made possible. The boat is 9 feet long, 36 inches wide, and 11 inches deep. This makes it one foot shorter, two inches narrower than any of the present racing crafts. Dr. Bourne, who is to represent the Beavers look stronger than a study of statistics would show.

Edw. F.

Satisfy That Spring Craving for Sports

The spirit pages of the Transcript act as a safe tonic for those troubled with too many summer sports fever. Local and national sports news that will meet with the approval of every student.

FENCERS LEAVE FOR INTERCOLLEGIATES

Technology's entries in the national intercollegiate fencing meet in New York City will see action against St. John's and Columbia University, and the strongest teams in the country. Captain Fein and Sherman are St. John's entries. Harris and Siller will handle the sabers, and Max Leopold and Sillier, the foils. Technology's action will be in the small pistol class, and will provide the Institute with an opportunity to move up to a finals stage.

FRESHMAN SWIMMERS MEET NEWTON TODAY

Technology's swimming team made an announcement Tuesday when they oppos...Newton High at the new University pool. Hopes are bright for the first meet to close their season with a victory for the Beavers in this class and a well balanced squad but are depend...on one or two athletes to avert the Day. Aruth and Turco will be the outstanding performer in the...relay, while Osborne is expected to be individual high scorer of the meet, taking the small and 225.

YACHTING

BASEBALL

INTERCOLLEGIATES
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